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                                                                                                                                                               Ramgarhia Rattan 
             Late S. Mohan Singh Hadiabadi 
             Founder President REC             Ramgarhia Rattan 
             Late S. Mela Singh Bhogal
             Karamyogi & Ex President REC                                            The founder president and the creator of Ramgarhia
Educational Institutions, Late S. Mohan Singh Hadiabadi can be described as the solar center round whom all the
Institutions-Planets revolved. The success of Ramgarhia Educational system depended upon his princely donations, his
sagacity, fertile imagination, originality & long experience. His personality casts a strong imprint on the Ramgarhia
Educational Institutions & reflects and proclaims the professional character of a great administrator. The Ramgarhia
Educational Institutions are aptly called the continuing lengthened image of Late S. Mohan Singh Hadiabadi. He
combined genius and social intelligence with inspiring leadership qualities to administer the whole Ramgarhia
Educational complex efficiently and was to be as nearly omnipotent, omniscient and ubiquitous as it was permitted to
any archangel.                                       The President and real maker of Ramgarhia Educational Institutions, Late s.
Mela Singh Bhogal as a dedicated soul, devoted to education & service to the mankind, belonged to a higher order of
human race. His self-less sacrifices, seriousness of duty and purpose, matured mind and humanitarianism made him the
pivot of Ramgarhia Educational Institutions. It is his inner spiritual wealth that will radiate and enlighten the Ramgarhia
Educational Institutions atmosphere. His goal was to be a Karamyogi and a person of steadfast wisdom to transform
education, to endeavor to relate it to the life, needs and aspirations of the people and thereby make it a powerful
instrument of social, economic and cultural retransformation, necessary for the realization of our national goals.
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            Ramgarhia Rattan 
             Late S. Pritam Singh Bhogal
             Ex President R.E.C.
                          Late S. Bharpur Singh Bhogal
             Senior Advocate & Ex President Bar council
             Ex Chairman & President REC Phagwara                                            The founder president and the creator of
Ramgarhia Educational Institutions, Late S. Mohan Singh Hadiabadi can be described as the solar center round whom
all the Institutions-Planets revolved. The success of Ramgarhia Educational system depended upon his princely
donations, his sagacity, fertile imagination, originality & long experience. His personality casts a strong imprint on the
Ramgarhia Educational Institutions & reflects and proclaims the professional character of a great administrator. The
Ramgarhia Educational Institutions are aptly called the continuing lengthened image of Late S. Mohan Singh Hadiabadi.
He combined genius and social intelligence with inspiring leadership qualities to administer the whole Ramgarhia
Educational complex efficiently and was to be as nearly omnipotent, omniscient and ubiquitous as it was permitted to
any archangel.                                       The President and real maker of Ramgarhia Educational Institutions, Late s.
Mela Singh Bhogal as a dedicated soul, devoted to education & service to the mankind, belonged to a higher order of
human race. His self-less sacrifices, seriousness of duty and purpose, matured mind and humanitarianism made him the
pivot of Ramgarhia Educational Institutions. It is his inner spiritual wealth that will radiate and enlighten the Ramgarhia
Educational Institutions atmosphere. His goal was to be a Karamyogi and a person of steadfast wisdom to transform
education, to endeavor to relate it to the life, needs and aspirations of the people and thereby make it a powerful
instrument of social, economic and cultural retransformation, necessary for the realization of our national goals.               
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